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SHANTHI PROJECT
Partnership Report

Artwork featured in this report is from
kindergarten students during "Drawing My Breath"
exercise, part of our In-Class Mindfulness Program.

OVERVIEW
A YEAR OF GROWTH AND RESILIENCE

The 2019-2020 program year was, and continues to be, an unprecedented year of growth
and resilience for Shanthi Project and the communities we serve. In September 2019, we
were welcomed into 44 public schools in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, compared to 14
schools just one year earlier. Momentum was building from the start, and thanks to your
supportive partnership, it hasn't stopped!
In 2020, our clinical research with the Psychology Department’s Mindfulness Intervention
Research Seminar at Muhlenberg College began to solidify promising results that prove the
validity of our In-Class Mindfulness programs beyond testimonial evidence. It was another
win for our mission, and then the coronavirus hit home and "wins" began to look much
different. The need for social and emotional tools to manage anxiety and uncertainty
increased at a rapid rate for youth and adults in every corner of the community. Because of
your trust in our expertise and financial support, we have been able to provide important
new mindfulness resources to thousands of individuals virtually. I am pleased to share more
details in the following report on behalf of our Board of Directors, staff and teachers, all who
worked tirelessly this year to expand our footprint to make its largest impact to date.
With gratitude,

Maureen Wendling
Executive Director

P.S. Hear more below about our impact from the classrooms teachers themselves!

"IT WAS A MUCH NEEDED ADDITION TO OUR
EVERYDAY FUNCTIONING IN THE CLASSROOM."
- ALYSSA HOFER, 5TH GRADE, WIND GAP MIDDLE
SCHOOL, PEN ARGYL SCHOOL DISTRICT
"SOMETIMES WHEN I NEED THE CLASS TO
CALM DOWN THE BREATHING ALSO HELPS ME."
- ANONYMOUS TEACHER, MOSSER ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, ALLENTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT
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OUR IMPACT
2019-2020 ACADEMIC YEAR

4,050 STUDENTS | 168 CLASSROOMS
21 AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAMS + SUMMER CAMPS

250+ SUPPORTED TEACHERS
This program not only promoted healthy positive thoughts
among students, but for the professional staff, as well! We all
need reminders about being grateful for the good in our lives
and how healthy an optimistic outlook and positive attitude are.
Ms. Jeanne Smith, Special Education, 4th & 5th Grade,
Wind Gap Middle School, Pen Argyl School District
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A BREAKTHROUGH YEAR
IN BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH

2019-2020 has been the culmination of several years of collecting feedback from teachers
after their class completed our eight-week mindfulness coursework. The results below,
from a 2018 survey to teachers at Mosser Elementary School in the Allentown School
District, reflect the positive feedback we have seen over the last four to five years.

DOES THIS MATTER?

Have you noticed any changes:

This classroom teacher feedback
indicates that the mindfulness
techniques we present in the classroom
are continued by the teachers after the
program ends. It is clear that the
teachers continue mindfulness in their
classrooms because they see positive
changes in their students' social and
emotional skills.
Our commitment to behavioral
research continued in SY 2019-20 by
measuring growth in social-emotional
learning through mindfulness in over
1,000 students in 54 classrooms using
the Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire (Goodman, 1997) in
pre- and post-mindfulness
assessments.
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A BREAKTHROUGH YEAR
IN BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH

Mindfulness Intervention Research Seminar
Thanks to our valuable partnership with the Muhlenberg College Psychology
Department, under the leadership of Dr. Mark Sciutto, we are in the final stages of
analyzing an original, scientific assessment created to test the viability of our In-Class
Mindfulness Programs. Muhlenberg students noticed there were very few controlled
groups in peer-reviewed literature of this kind. Until now, much of our data could be
considered "just an observation." Our goal is to prove that Shanthi Project's eight-week
mindfulness training is solely responsible for the positive classroom changes.

MORE
KINDNESS

MORE
PRODUCTIVE

LESS
TRIGGERED

THE MARVINE STUDY:

This school year, Muhlenberg College students and our team
focused on the analysis of the mindfulness program at Marvine Elementary School in the
Bethlehem Area School District. Marvine was selected because of its at-risk population, and
focusing on one school through a controlled study allowed us to validate these qualitative
reports. Using eight classrooms, 127 students total, four of the classes became a waitlist
control group so we could compare the results. We considered everything from guidance
counselor reports, to teacher demographics, to the fire drill schedule during the study.

PRELIMINARY
FINDINGS:
PRO-SOCIAL SKILLS
INCREASED:
RANDOM ACTS
OF KINDNESS,
SELF-REGULATION

EMOTIONAL
DIFFICULTIES
DECREASED:
HYPERACTIVITY,
PEER, EMOTIONAL
AND CONDUCT
Therefore, the positive impact of
our program is not by chance. The
data is statistically significant
and a true, quantitative finding.
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C OVID-19 RESPONSE
On Friday, March 13, 2020, our leadership
team hosted a regularly scheduled
meeting that quickly turned into a
COVID-19 planning session as news about
school closings hit the media. As we
were looking forward to a new eightweek session of helping students,
we could feel the need for our services
growing. Although, we never anticipated
that our daily work to manage trauma,
anxiety, and self-judgement would find
its way into nearly every home around us.
Thanks to your partnership, we were able
to act quickly and share our focused
expertise with the public.

3 Days
We launched free,
online tools
immediately & have
not looked back!

NEW TOOLS
NOW ONE
CLICK AWAY!

Our online audiences have grown by 25% via social media since our team's rapid response
to COVID-19 by sharing these useful, digital tools and resources (samples seen above).
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C OVID-19 RESPONSE
By March 16, 2020 “Staying Calm + Staying Home” was
created to offer our community eight simple mindfulness
practices as reality sunk in
A 20-page “At-Home Mindfulness Guide and Resources”
was emailed to 111 School and Community Partners
11 new video tutorials were uploaded to our YouTube
channel for children and adults in English and Spanish,
for a total of 67 minutes of free, guided tips for managing
stress as the Stay at Home order continued
One teacher lead eight remote mindfulness sessions for
staff at Northampton County Mental Health (*ongoing)
These virtual sessions became the start of a new, digital
library of audio recordings that we can provide to others
in need, now and in the future
Today, our complete audio library has more than three
and a half hours of shareable content

"The response was overwhelming! We
couldn’t have been happier. There were
approximately 67 who participated! The
staff are looking forward to future
sessions! Melanie is great and offers a
sense of peace and calmness during this
difficult time!"

- Robyn Barbosa, Deputy Director of
Human Services, Northampton County
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THEN, RESPONDING

TOGETHER

Within 14 days of that final staff
meeting, our team joined Resilient
Lehigh Valley under the leadership
of the United Way of the Greater
Lehigh Valley, to bring our full
eight-week curriculum and
supplemental materials in English
and Spanish to more than 22
School Districts across the region.
The course spans Mindfulness,
Movement and Art, and brings
training on topics like gratitude,
listening, and kindness to
thousands of more residents.

EXAMPLE OF OUR AT-HOME MINDFULNESS MATERIALS

After the website's homepage, the Elementary page had the highest first-week views
on the site with a total of 19.39% (next highest was 9%), showing a large need for our
resources from K-5 parents and, perhaps more importantly, teachers.
Creating Calm, Together has been a silver lining during these times of uncertainty.
On behalf of the communities we serve, THANK YOU for your continued partnership!
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THANK
YOU!
maureen@shanthiproject.org | 610-829-9134
www.shanthiproject.org

